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We study the K¯Ξ decay mode of the newly observed Ω(2012) assuming that the
Ω(2012) is a dynamically generated state with spin-parity JP = 3/2− from the cou-
pled channel S-wave interactions of K¯Ξ(1530) and ηΩ. In addition we also calculate
its KpiΞ three-body decay mode. It is shown that the so-obtained total decay width
is in fair agreement with the experimental data. We compare our results with those
of other recent studies and highlight differences among them.
I. INTRODUCTION
Very recently, the Belle Collaboration observed an Ω excited state in the Ξ0K− and
Ξ−K0S invariant mass distributions [1]. Its mass and width are determined to be M =
2012.4±0.7±0.6 MeV and Γ = 6.4+2.5−2.0±1.6 MeV. The existence of such Ω excited states with
a mass around 2000 MeV has already been predicted by various models, such as quenched
quark models [2–5], the Skyrme model [6], and lattice gauge theory [7]. On the other
∗Electronic address: xiejujun@impcas.ac.cn
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2hand, the extended quark models [8–10], where the instanton-induced quark-antiquark pair
creation or Nambu-Jona-Lasino interaction was employed, predicted Ω states with negative
parity but lower masses, the lowest Ω state lying around 1800 MeV, about 200 MeV lower
than those predicted in Refs. [2–7]. One of the reasons is that the Ω states in Refs. [8–10]
have large five-quark components,
In Refs. [11–13], the interactions of the K¯Ξ(1530) and ηΩ coupled channels were inves-
tigated in the chiral unitary approach. An Ω excited state with a mass around 2012 MeV
and JP = 3/2− can be dynamically generated by use of a reasonable subtraction constant.
After the observation of the Ω(2012), its two-body strong decays were studied within
the chiral quark model in Ref. [14], where it was shown that the newly observed Ω(2012)
could be assigned to the JP = 3/2− three quark state. In Ref. [15] the mass and residue of
the Ω(2012) were calculated by employing the QCD sum rule method with the conclusion
that the Ω(2012) could be a 1P orbitally excited Ω state with JP = 3/2−. The analysis
of Ref. [15] was extended in Ref. [16] to study the Ω(2012) → K−Ξ0 decay. In Ref. [17],
the authors performed a flavor SU(3) analysis and concluded that the preferred JP for the
Ω(2012) is also 3/2−. In Refs. [18, 19], its strong decay modes were studied assuming that
the Ω(2012) is a K¯Ξ(1530) hadronic molecule.
In this work, we take the chiral unitary approach and assume that the Ω(2012) is a
dynamically generated state from the K¯Ξ(1530) and ηΩ interactions. The coupling of the
Ω(2012) to K¯Ξ(1530) is then obtained from the residule at the pole position. We then
calculate its decay into KΞ via a triangle diagram. We also calculate the three-body partial
decay width of the Ω(2012) into KΞπ. The total decay width compares favorably with the
experimental data [1] and agrees with other theoretical approaches.
This work is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly explain the chiral unitary ap-
proach and calculate the two and three body decays of the Ω(2012). Results and discussions
are shown in Section III, followed by a short summary in Section IV.
3II. FORMALISM
A. Ω(2012) as a K¯Ξ(1530) and ηΩ molecula
The mass of the Ω(2012) is slightly below the K¯Ξ(1530) threshold. It is natural to treat
it as a K¯Ξ(1530) molecular state, dynamically generated from the interaction of the coupled
channels K¯Ξ(1530) and ηΩ in the isospin I = 0 sector. However, the possibility to be an
I = 1 molecule cannot be excluded [17]. Within the chiral unitary approach, the interaction
of the coupled channels K¯Ξ(1530) and ηΩ in the strangeness −3 and isospin 0 was first
studied in Ref. [12], where a pole at (2141− i38) MeV was found with a natural subtraction
constant aµ = −2 and a renormalization scale µ = 700 MeV. Later, it was explicitly shown
in Ref. [13] that the pole position of the 3/2− Ω state can shift by varying aµ. If we take
aµ = −2.5 and µ = 700 MeV, we obtain a pole at zR = (2012.7, i0) MeV, which can be
associated to the newly observed Ω(2012) state [1]. In the cutoff regularization scheme, the
corresponding momentum cutoff is Λ =726 MeV, which seems to quite natural as well.
The couplings of the bound state to the coupled channels, K¯Ξ(1530) (channel 1) and
ηΩ (channel 2), can be obtained from the residue of the scattering amplitude at the pole
position zR,
Tij =
giigjj√
s− zR , (1)
where gii is the coupling of the state to the i-th channel. One finds
g11 = 1.65, g22 = 2.80. (2)
Then one can write down the effective interaction of Ω(2012)K¯Ξ(1530) (≡ Ω∗K¯Ξ∗) and
Ω(2012)ηΩ (≡ Ω∗ηΩ),
vΩ∗K¯Ξ∗ =
g11√
2
Ξ¯∗µΩ∗µφK¯ , (3)
vΩ∗ηΩ = g22Ω¯
µΩ∗µφη. (4)
It is worth to mention that the gΩ∗(2012)K¯Ξ(1530) obtained in Ref. [19] with the assumption
that the Ω∗(2012) is a pure S-wave K¯Ξ(1530) hadronic molecule with spin-parity 3/2− is
about 1.97, which is different from ours by a mere 16%, and the difference is only 2.6%
in terms of g2
Ω∗(2012)K¯Ξ(1530)
. For the Ω∗(2012) → K¯πΞ three-body decay, since only the
K¯Ξ(1530) component contributes at tree level and the partial decay width is proportional
to g2
Ω∗(2012)K¯Ξ(1530)
, our three-body decay width is almost the same as that of Ref. [19].
4B. The Ω(2012)→ K¯Ξ and K¯Ξpi decays
In the present work, we assume that the Ω(2012) (≡ Ω∗−) exists and has a mass as
that reported by the Belle Collaboration, and study its strong decays to the two-body final
state K¯Ξ assuming that it is a molecular state of K¯Ξ(1530) and ηΩ, as predicted by the
chiral unitary approach [12]. Then, the Ω(2012) → K¯Ξ decay can proceed through the
triangular diagrams as shown in Fig. 1[(a)-(e)], where the Σ, Λ, ρ, ω, φ, and K∗ exchanges
are considered. Note that by considering those diagrams of Fig. 1 we can easily show that
the partial decay widths of Ω∗− → K−Ξ0 and Ω∗− → K0Ξ− are the same and we will
explicitly calculate the decay of Ω∗− → K−Ξ0 in the following. Compared with the decays
to the two final states, the contribution to the three-body decay Ω(2012)→ K¯Ξπ only comes
from the K¯Ξ(1530) component. The decay width of the Ξ(1530) listed in PDG is around 9
MeV and the partial decay width Ξ(1530)→ Ξπ is the largest and almost saturates its total
decay width. Therefore, we only compute the three-body decay through the decay of the
Ξ(1530) and the simplest Feynman diagram is shown in Fig. 1[(f)]. Considering the quantum
numbers and phase space, in addition to the final state K−Ξ0π0 shown in Fig. 1[(f)], the
final states K¯0Ξ−π0, K¯0Ξ0π−, and K−Ξ−π+ should also be calculated.
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FIG. 1: Feynman diagrams contributing to the decays of the Ω(2012) to K¯Ξ and K¯Ξpi.
5In order to evaluate the decay amplitudes of the diagrams shown in Fig. 1, we need the
following effective Lagrangians to calculate the relevant vertices [20–22],
LΞΛK = igΞΛK
mΛ +mΞ
∂µK¯Λ¯γµγ5Ξ +H.c., (5)
LΞΣK = igΞΣK
mΣ +mΞ
∂µK¯Σ¯ · τγµγ5Ξ +H.c., (6)
LΞ∗ΣK = fΞ
∗ΣK
mK
∂νK¯Ξ¯∗νγ5τ · Σ +H.c., (7)
LΞ∗ΛK = fΞ
∗ΛK
mK
∂νK¯Ξ¯∗νγ5Λ+H.c., (8)
LKKρ = igρKK [K¯∂µK − ∂µK¯K]~τ · ~ρµ, (9)
LKKω = igωKK [K¯∂µK − ∂µK¯K]ωµ, (10)
LKKφ = igφKK[K¯∂µK − ∂µK¯K]φµ, (11)
LηKK∗ = igηKK∗[K¯∂µη − ∂µK¯η]K∗µ, (12)
LρΞΞ∗ = igρΞΞ
∗
mρ
Ξ¯∗µγνγ5[∂µ~τ · ~ρν − ∂ν~τ · ~ρµ]Ξ +H.c., (13)
LωΞΞ∗ = igωΞΞ
∗
mω
Ξ¯∗µγνγ5[∂µων − ∂νωµ]Ξ +H.c., (14)
LφΞΞ∗ = igφΞΞ
∗
mφ
Ξ¯∗µγνγ5[∂µφν − ∂νφµ]Ξ +H.c., (15)
LK∗ΞΩ = igK
∗ΞΩ
mK∗
Ω¯µγνγ5[∂µK
∗
ν − ∂νK∗µ]Ξ +H.c., (16)
LpiΞΞ∗ = gpiΞΞ
∗
mpi
Ξ¯∂µ~τ · ~πΞ∗µ +H.c. (17)
Within the SU(3) symmetry, we determine the coupling constants to be gηK¯K¯∗ =
√
3gpiK¯K¯∗ =
5.23 [23], gφΞΞ∗ = gρΞΞ∗ = gωΞΞ∗ =
1√
6
gρ∆N = −2.48 [24], and gK∗ΞΩ = −7.01 [24]. The
coupling constant gpiΞΞ∗ = 2.24(gpiΞΞ∗ = 2.04) is evaluated using Eq. (17) and the partial
decay width ΓΞ∗→Ξpi = ΓΞ∗ = 9.1 MeV(ΓΞ∗→Ξpi = ΓΞ∗ = 9.5 MeV) in the Ξ∗ rest frame. The
masses of the particles needed in the present work are listed in Table I. The other coupling
constants are taken from Refs. [20–22] and are listed in Table II.
With above effective interaction Lagrangians and the coupling constants, we obtain the
decay amplitudes for Ω∗(2012) → K−Ξ0 and Ω∗(2012) → K¯Ξπ, corresponding to the dia-
grams shown in Fig. 1,
6TABLE I: Masses of the particles needed in the present work (in units of MeV).
pi± pi0 η ρ ω φ K±
139.57 134.98 547.86 775.26 782.65 1019.46 493.68
K0 K∗ Ξ0 Ξ− Ξ0(1530) Ξ−(1530)
497.61 891.76 1314.86 1321.71 1531.80 1535.00
TABLE II: Values of the effective meson-baryon and meson-meson coupling constants.
gKKφ gKKρ gKKω gΞ∗ΣK gΞ∗ΛK gΞΣK gΞΛK
-3.02 -3.02 -3.02 3.22 5.58 -13.26 3.37
MΣ− =
√
2g11gΞ0Σ−K−gΞ∗0Σ−K−
mK−(mΣ− +mΞ0)
∫
d4q
(2π)4
u¯(p1)k/2γ5
1
q/−mΣ− + iǫ
× γ5PνηuηΩ∗(k0)pν2
1
k22 −m2K− + iǫ
, (18)
MΣ0 = g11gΞ0Σ0K¯0gΞ
∗−Σ0K−√
2mK−(mΣ0 +mΞ−)
∫
d4q
(2π)4
u¯(p1)k/2γ5
1
q/−mΣ0 + iǫ
× γ5PνηuηΩ∗(k0)pν2
1
k22 −m2K− + iǫ
, (19)
MΛ = g11gΞ0ΛK¯0gΞ∗−ΛK−√
2mK−(mΛ +mΞ−)
∫
d4q
(2π)4
u¯(p1)k/2γ5
1
q/−mΛ + iǫ
× γ5PνηuηΩ∗(k0)pν2
1
k22 −m2K− + iǫ
, (20)
Mρ0/ω/φ =
−ig11gΞ∗Ξρ/ω/φgρ/ω/φK¯K¯√
2mρ/ω
∫
d4q
′
(2π)4
u¯(p1)γ
µγ5
× PνηuηΩ∗(k0)(q
′
νgµα − q
′
µgνα)(k
β
1 − pβ2 )
× 1
k22 −m2K− + iǫ
−gαβ + q′αq′β/m2ρ/ω
q′2 −m2ρ/ω/φ + imρ/ω/φΓρ/ω/φ
, (21)
7Mρ− =
−i√2g11gΞ∗ΞρgρK¯K¯
mρ
∫
d4q
′
(2π)4
u¯(p1)γ
µγ5
× PνηuηΩ∗(k0)(q
′
νgµα − q
′
µgνα)(k
β
1 − pβ2 )
× 1
k22 −m2K− + iǫ
−gαβ + q′αq′β/m2ρ
q′2 −m2ρ + imρΓρ
, (22)
MK∗− = −ig22gηK
−K∗−gΩ−K∗−Ξ0
mK∗−
∫
d4q
′
(2π)4
u¯(p1)γ
µγ5
×PνηuηΩ∗(k0)(q
′
νgµα − q
′
µgνα)(k
β
1 − pβ2 )
× 1
k22 −m2η + imηΓη
−gαβ + q′αq′β/m2K∗
q′2 −m2K∗ + imK∗ΓK∗
, (23)
MK¯(k2)Ξ(p3)pi(p4) = fI
igpiΞΞ∗gΩ∗K¯Ξ∗
mpi
F (k21)u¯(p3)p
ν
3Pνηuη(k0), (24)
where
Pνη = k/1 +mΞ∗
k21 −m2Ξ∗ + imΞ∗ΓΞ∗
[−gνη + 1
3
γνγη +
2
3m2Ξ∗
k1νk1η +
1
3mΞ∗
(γνk1η − γηk1ν)], (25)
with q = k2− p1 = p2− k1, and q′ = k2− p2 = p1− k1. We take ΓΞ∗0 = 9.1 MeV, ΓΞ∗− = 9.9
MeV, Γρ = 149.1 MeV, Γω = 8.5 MeV, Γη = 1.3 MeV, Γφ = 4.2 MeV, and ΓK∗ = 50.3 MeV.
For the three-body final states K−Ξ0π0 and K¯0Ξ−π0, the isospin factors are fI = 1 and −1,
respectively. The isospin factor is fI =
√
2 for all the other three-body final states. To take
into account the finite size of hadrons, for each vertex, we multiply a form factor F (k21) of
the following form [19]
F (k21) =
Λ4
(m2 − k21)2 + Λ4
, (26)
where m is the mass of the exchanged particle and k1 is its momentum, with the cutoff Λ
varying from 0.8 GeV to 2.0 GeV.
In order to avoid ultraviolet divergence in the triangle diagrams, we take the three mo-
mentum truncation method to compute the amplitudes. In the rest frame of the Ω∗, the
relevant momenta are defined as follows:
k0 = (M, 0, 0, 0), p1 = (EΞ, 0, 0, pcm), p2 = (EK , 0, 0,−pcm), (27)
q = (q0, q1 sin θ, 0, q1 cos θ) = q
′
, (28)
8and we can rewrite the
∫
d4q(
′) =
∫
dq0q
2
1dq1d cos θdφ with q0ǫ(−∞,∞), q1ǫ(0,Λ),
cos θǫ(−1, 1), and φǫ(0, 2π), where Λ is a free parameter and is also taken to vary from
0.8 GeV to 2.0 GeV.
The partial decay width of the Ω∗ → K¯Ξ and Ω∗ → K¯Ξπ in its rest frame are given by
dΓΩ∗→K¯Ξ =
1
32π2
|M|2 p
M2
dΩ, (29)
dΓΩ∗→K¯Ξpi =
1
(2π)5
1
16M2
|M|2|~p∗3||~k2|dmpiΞdΩ∗p3dΩk2 , (30)
where M is the mass of the Ω(2012), while p is the module of the Ξ (or K¯) three-momentum
in the rest frame of the Ω(2012). The (|~p∗3|,Ω∗p3) is the momentum and angle of the particle Ξ
in the rest frame of Ξ and π, and Ωk2 is the angle of the K¯ in the rest frame of the decaying
particle. The mpiΞ is the invariant mass for π and Ξ and mpi +mΞ ≤ mpiΞ ≤M −mK¯ . The
averaged squared amplitude is then
|M|2 = 1
4
∑
sΩ∗
∑
sΞ
|M|2, (31)
where
MΩ∗→K¯Ξ = MΣ/Λ +Mρ/ω/φ +MK∗, (32)
|M|2Ω∗→K¯Ξpi = |M|2K−Ξ0pi0 + |M|2K−Ξ−pi+ + |M|2K¯0Ξ0pi− + |M|2K¯0Ξ−pi0 . (33)
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
As explained in the previous section, the triangle diagrams are regularized with a sharp
momentum cutoff Λ, which is taken to be the same as those appearing in the form factor,
F (k21). Because the triangle diagrams are ultraviolet divergent, our two-body decay width
will depend on the value of the cutoff. Therefore, it is important to check whether one can
obtain a decay width consistent with the experimental data using a reasonable value for the
cutoff.
In Fig. 2 we show the total decay width of Ω(2012) → K¯Ξ as a function of the cutoff
parameter Λ. Note that the Ω(2012) → K¯πΞ three-body decay does not depend on the
cut-off parameter Λ, but it depends weakly on the parameter Λ0 as in Ref. [19]. We can
see that the K¯Ξ(1530) component provides the dominant contribution to the partial decay
width of the K¯Ξ two-body channel. The ηΩ contribution to the K¯Ξ two-body channel is
9very small. However, the interference between them is still sizable and increases with the
cutoff parameter Λ.
In Refs [17, 19], the three-body decay was emphasized, while our result shows that two-
body K¯Ξ decay width can become larger than the K¯πΞ three-body decay width when Λ is
larger than 1.65 GeV. We note that the hyperon exchange and ηΩ component contribution
are not considered in Ref. [19]. More specifically, our three-body partial decay width, ∼ 3.0
MeV, is close to the estimate of Ref. [19], but smaller than that of Ref. [17], about10 MeV.
We note that our total decay width and that of Ref. [18] agree with the experimental data.
The difference is that Ref. [18] assumes that the Ω∗(2012) is a pure Ξ(1530)K¯ molecule and
invokes some power counting arguments to calculate its two-body decay width. Indeed, our
study shows that the contribution from the ηΩ component is small. Note that the molecule
picture is different from the qqq picture of the chiral quark model [14] and light cone QCD
sum rules [15, 16].
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Total decay width of the Ω(2012) as a function of the parameter Λ. The
cyan error bands correspond to the experimental decay width [1].
The contribution of the K¯Ξ(1530) component includes two parts: i) Σ and Λ exchanges
(fig. 1 (a) and (b)); ii) ρ, φ, and ω meson exchanges (fig. 1 (c) and (d)). The relative
importance of these two mechanisms to the Ω∗ → K¯Ξ decay is shown in Fig. 3. One can see
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that the contribution from Σ and Λ exchanges is larger than those from ρ, φ, and ω meson
exchanges for the cutoff range studied.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Decomposed contributions to the decay width of the Ω(2012) into KΞ as a
function of the parameter Λ
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we have studied the K¯Ξ decay of the newly observed Ω∗(2012) assuming
that the Ω(2012) is a dynamically generated state with spin-parity 3/2− from the coupled
channel interactions of K¯Ξ(1530) and ηΩ in S-wave. Take αµ = −2.5 and µ = 0.7 GeV, we
obtained a pole atM = 2012.7 MeV, and associated it to the newly observed Ω∗(2012). With
the coupling constants between the Ω∗(2012) and its components calculated from the residue
at the pole position, gΩ∗K¯Ξ∗=1.65 and gΩ∗ηΩ=2.80, we obtained the partial decay widths of
the K¯Ξ final state through triangle diagrams in an effective Lagrangian approach. In such
a picture, the decay Ω∗(2012)→ K¯Ξ occurs by exchanging Σ,Λ hadrons and ρ, φ, ω,and K∗
vector mesons. The contribution to the three-body decay Ω(2012)→ K¯Ξπ only comes from
the K¯Ξ(1530) component.
It was shown that the calculated total decay width of the Ω∗(2012) is in fair agreement
with the experimental data, thus supporting the assignment of its spin-parity as 3/2−, In
11
addition, we showed that the ηΩ channel plays a less relevant role.
The present work should be viewed as a natural extension of the works of Refs. [12, 13],
where the chiral unitary approach was employed to dynamically generate such an exited Ω∗.
The present work showed indeed that the chiral unitary approach can provide a satisfactory
explanation of not only the mass but also the decay width of the Ω(2012), consistent with
the experimental data.
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